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your kids will love trying out these classic beano characters on their phones, tablets and
laptops. there's the ever-charming bash street kids, a group of five aliens who look like

moustached bag-lickers with curly hair. they come from a world with no chocolate,
bananas or any other fruit you find on planet earth. they decide to vacation in our world

and fall in love with all our property and hard-working citizens. their leader, doc, shows the
tourists round your home and how to take care of it. like a real alien, they get confused by

the tv and land soon enough on planet wolverhampton. to fix the house when you get
back, read the manual (not the intro) and put it into the order-in-which-you-do-things-

program. i used to stop using it until it did exactly what i asked and then set it loose. if you
are using an ipad, iphone or ipod, download and start the app based on what device you

have and learn to type, speak, make annotations and move the cursor with your finger. all
such apps are wonderful, but learning to use these will expose your child to a new world of
possibility. this guide tries to cover every background & most popular smartphone, tablet,

& online-equivalent they may be. it should tell you whether you can use your device or
not, and gives tips on how to get the best out of it. this is not for downloading apps, taking
pictures or for making video calls. it is for finding friends, playing games and more. once a
day, the wall of a home in new zealand disappears, to be replaced with several hundred

pages of malgudi days. according to matthew davidson, the new zealand architecture and
design student behind the wall, the idea to build the wall was "something that i'm really

looking for a good, time-filling, social interaction-enabling and learning-enabling activity."
a maker from melbourne, davidson moved to new zealand in 2018 and built his version of
the wall in march 2019. constructed with pine boards, "it's pretty hardy, so i guess it could
last a lifetime." the malgudi days wall is an especially good way to talk to your neighbours,

davidson says, adding that the entire thing -- built over 6-7 months at night while his
partner was at school -- cost about $1,000 to build and took about 5 days to build.
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i started reading all the way from rohita to kamala," says another reader, a thirteen-year-
old in london, who has been reading malgudi from the beginning. "my father used to read

me jhansi ki rani in the evenings and i loved the stories. i read the panchtantra tales
around the age of five and then they got too hard for me. i started listening to the malgudi
radio series by the age of seven or eight and i loved them. i read malgudi days in one day
and that was a fantastic way to start the day. i love it so much." that this first volume of
the clothbound classics was of such a calibre, i wrote, was in itself remarkable. for that, i
am indebted to r. k. narayan. i learned, when i began reading malgudi days for the first

time, that this was, indeed, the r. narayan of the new millennium, a brilliant, hugely
entertaining storyteller, as well as a master of elegant and economical description. every
story is delicately told, every scene meticulously rendered, every character vividly drawn.
in his hands, the fantastic world of the tales of panchtantra is made accessible to all of us.

a debt of gratitude is owing to him and to penguin for transforming malgudi days into a
book that we can all enjoy. it is, without doubt, one of the best books i have ever read. the

color of the moon is a short story taken from malgudi days, a collection by r. k. narayan
which has stories involving incidents of the fictional city named malgudi. the color of the

moon is a story about a girl who is called to a beautiful celestial body, the moon, and
relives the childhood she shared with her grandparents. her grandfather teaches her

everything about the moon, including the way of its sky that he had learnt from his father.
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